Introduction
Satellites orbiting the Earth with their remote sensing capabilities captures information about the geography of Earth in form of remotely sensed images. These images are representations of the Earth's surface as seen from space and contains intensity about the physical quantities such as the solar radiance reflected from the ground, emitted infrared radiation or backscattered radar intensity [14] . This information is captured by multiple sensors on board the satellites which capture radiation for various wavelengths and is provided in the form of multispectral raster data. The use of multiple sensors for the same geographic area captures various types of information which includes thermal imaging (infrared), visible radiation (Blue, Green and Red), etc., and is stored as individual bands [2] . Multi spectral and multi-dimensional data is usually available in form of multi-band georeferenced tagged image file format (GeoTIFF) files, an extension of TIFF format. A Landsat 7 image comes in the form of a GeoTIFF file consisting of 8 spectral bands and each of the spectral band stores a different wavelength scattered or emitted from the Earth's surface. The earlier GeoTIFF standard was limited to supporting 4 GB of raster data which has been superseded by the current Big GeoTIFF standard and allows storage of image files larger than 4 GB in the TIFF container [17] . This was required due to the increasing spatial resolution and number of concurrent bands that needed to be stored for a geographic area. There is also a large availability of images of Giga Pixel resolution (10 9 pixels) images from domains such as bio-technology and forensics which are also stored in Big GeoTIFF format. Organizing and managing this kind of data is in itself a huge task and processing of it requires designing parallel and distributed systems which will allow for faster processing of terabytes of data and provide the results in a limited amount of time.
Raster image consists of representation of geographic objects in a two-dimensional scene and it is a two dimensional array of individual picture elements called pixels arranged in columns and rows [45] . Each pixel individually represents information about an area on the Earth's surface. The information about the area is represented by an intensity value and a location address in a two dimensional image. While the intensity value is represented by the measured reflectance, the location is represented by (longitude, latitude) value for a geo-referenced image [43] . A single pixel in a multiband image has several values depending on the number of sensors which captured information for that geographic location. The individual bands are usually used independently depending upon the geospatial analysis required and the intermediary outputs combined to form the final results. All of these bands when used in conjunction for geospatial analysis will provide more accurate representation about the phenomena on the Earth's surface. There are many techniques available to store and organize the multiband data (pixels) of an image in binary files such as band sequential (BSQ), band interleaved by pixel (BIP), and band interleaved by line (BIL). The BIL format stores the data of the first pixel from all the different bands in the first row, and the data of the second pixel from all the different bands in the second row and so on [20] . One example of such format is the sensor's data that comes from French satellite [also known as SPOT (Satellite Pour l'Observation de la Terre which translates to Satellite for observation of Earth) data] [64] . This study uses a custom input format which is similar to BIL to overcome some of the difficulties which are faced when processing such binary data formats in a MapReduce environment. There is a separate section ("Geometrical space to spectral space (preparation phase)") discussing the details and the data format required as input to the developed mining framework.
The paper has the following structure. A review of the advancements in Big Geospatial data mining has been presented in "Related works" section. The novel approach of converting multispectral data to geometrical space is discussed and developed in "Proposed methodology" section. "Result and discussion" section provides an analysis summary of the obtained results. Finally, "Conclusion and future work" section concludes the paper and provides directions for further research.
Related works
Due to the requirements for various applications related to planning and decision making, the Landsat 7 program was launched in 1999 [29, 36] . The planning and decision making include landuse change analysis, environment conservation and impact assessment, wildlife habitat mapping, disaster management, urban sprawl analysis, agriculture and horticulture, natural resource management and monitoring, etc. The Landsat 7 program served to make a complete temporal archive of cloud free images of the Earth and is still active after the launch of its successor Landsat 8 in 2013 [15] . The Earth's to further exploit the available richness of data. The variety in attributes that can be gathered from multiple spectrums for a geographic feature must be studied, visualized, interpreted and mined so as to extract qualitative, meaningful, useful information and new relationships. The results can provide insights into accurate geographic phenomena which is not available from analysis of individual bands. With the accumulation of large amount of data comes the difficult challenge of processing it and derive meaningful information which can be used for planning and decision making. The main aim of this work is to discover hidden knowledge from big geo-spatial data by considering multiple dimensions collectively for a geographical area rather than processing the bands individually. The novel approach of converting from spatial space to geometrical space preserves the essential multispectral characteristics of the data. The work addresses the shortcomings of existing approaches while processing big geospatial data and new distributed techniques required for processing both raster and vector data have been presented. In the present work, k-means clustering has been described in detail. The developed techniques can be adapted to several of the spatial data mining tasks including spatial prediction; spatial association rule mining; and temporal geo-visualization.
For processing raster data, image processing techniques have been well developed and are available with open source packages such as OpenCV, Scilab and other closed source packages and libraries. These are limited in scale and processing of giga-pixel scale images such as large multiband GeoTIFF files require tens of hours if not days. This inhibits the discovery of important knowledge, the realtime provision of which may be highly useful in applications of disaster relief, etc. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is defined as the process of discovering useful knowledge from a collection of data and is closely related to data mining and it is important for the spatial data as well [35, 45] . The data mining process has been depicted in Fig. 1 . It includes data preparation and selection, data cleansing, incorporating prior knowledge on data sets and interpreting accurate solutions from the observed results [63] . The data mining life cycle (DMLC) starts with understanding the inputs or requirements, to formation of the system and until the last stage of deployment. Each of these depicted phases could be repeated in case the requirement changes. Geospatial data mining is an extension of classical data mining approach with the addition of geospatial component which requires application of complex image processing and spatial data processing techniques. 
Big-geospatial data processing
The classical data mining approach is no longer fit for processing of Big Data and has been modified and adapted by many frameworks which been developed to utilize the computing and storage available from distributed computing devices [37] . Big geo-spatial data adds another level of complexity to this Big Data ecosystem which now also requires considering the spatial and geographical location. This has furthered the complexity big data challenge [66] . A framework such as GS-Hadoop [31] can process millions of geospatial vector features in a matter of minutes but is limited to only processing vector data. De Smith et al. [19] have addressed the full spectrum of spatial analysis and associated modeling techniques that were available at the time with widely used geographic information systems (GIS) and associated softwares. The existing geospatial data processing systems are overwhelmed with the amount of data available and the complex operations required to be performed demands urgent development of tools capable of managing and analyzing such Big geospatial data [32] . Bradley et al. [12] aim to reduce the size of the data to be processed by identifying regions of the data that can be compressed, regions that must be kept, and regions that can be discarded. The transmission of high resolution raster images over low-bandwidth connections requires a great amount of time. This problem can be mitigated to a little extent by transmitting a series of low resolution approximations which converge to the final image [52] . Low bandwidth connections are no longer of concern due to the development of faster networks and internet bandwidth available to gigabit speeds for organizations [33, 54] .
The above mentioned studies address a few of the shortcomings of traditional geoprocessing while some others [25, 68] extend the geoprocessing functionality to work upon parallel and distributed processing systems. Beside the complex processing of geospatial data, a considerable amount of work has been done on use of multidimensional data structures in information processing systems (IPS), the applications of which have been in fields of business analysis, astronomy, geomatics, bioinformatics, etc. [9] . The term "Multidimensional" essentially describes the way in which numerical information can be categorized and viewed [16] . It has been already established that large geospatial databases consist of multidimensional information. Several multidimensional models have also been proposed for establishing multidimensional databases (MDB) and on-line analytical processing (OLAP) [55] . It has also been stated that the traditional database systems are inappropriate for storage and analysis of multidimensional data since these systems are optimized for online transactional processing (OLTP) in which an enormous number of concurrent transactions containing normally few records are involved. Multidimensional data cannot be stored in OLTP databases. Geodatabases store multidimensional geospatial data with associated vector attributes and features for the raster data [6] .
Distributed processing of geospatial data
The distributed data processing framework MapReduce was first introduced by Google and later it was incorporated into Hadoop as its strong capability [46, 60] . Apache
Hadoop is an open-source software for reliable, scalable, distributed computing on commodity hardware [27, 56] . Hadoop is one of the most widely used distributed processing frameworks developed to address the challenges of big data. The framework is extensible and can be adapted to support big geospatial data. The main concept of the framework is segregated in two parts, viz., the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for storing data and the MapReduce programming model to process the data which is usually stored on HDFS.
The framework subsequently has been in development by the Apache Software Foundation. Apache defines Hadoop as software library framework that allows for the distributed processing of large datasets across clusters of computers using simple programming models [26] . It is important to highlight that initially Hadoop only supported MapReduce type of applications but has later been extended to support other programming paradigms [28] . Hadoop is capable of storing and managing large volumes of data efficiently, using a large number of commodity hardware as Nodes forming a Hadoop cluster. The same cluster is used for processing the data locally stored on the Nodes to reduce the network communication. Hadoop can be used for many applications involving large volume of Geospatial as well as Spatio-temporal data analysis, Biomedical Imagery analysis, simulation of various physical, chemical and computationally intensive application biological processes [2, 13, 18, 38] .
MapReduce model of programming has become one of the best ways to processes big data which is inherently stored by Hadoop on its own distributed file system (HDFS) [10, 11] . The MapReduce model takes care of managing the whole processes from receiving the data, processing it and aggregating the results to form a single output. It takes care of distributing the data and managing the distributed resources throughout the whole processes. Applications which require to work with big data benefits hugely from HDFS as it provides high throughput access and streaming capabilities to large amounts of data. It has been developed to be fault-tolerant, can run on cheap commercially of the shelf (COTS) hardware and support streaming data. The main MapReduce phases include the Map and the Reduce phases which have been depicted in Fig. 2 .
The Key-Value approach used by the Map phase groups input values with their associated keys. The keys along with their set of values will be sent to the Reduce phase and the required functions will be applied on those groups of values to get the needed output. There are other phases in MapReduce such as Shuffle phase, Sorting phase, Partitioner phase and Combine phase. The Combiner collects different (Key, Value) pairs, group similar keys and send them to the required node for the reducer. Keys and Values are sorted during the sorting phase. An appropriate partitioning logic can also be made available to ease the transferring of the data between the nodes. To identify spatial patterns, most well-known statistical techniques are based on the concept of intra-and inter-cluster variances (like the k-means algorithm or the Empirical Orthogonal Function) [7] . There are various Classification and Clustering algorithms supported by Mahout, a data mining platform built on Hadoop. It supports k-means, canopy, fuzzy k-mean, naive bayes, etc. [26] . It should also be noted that these algorithms can be easily used with any framework based on Hadoop such as Apache Spark.
K-means algorithm is made to group a set of data into K sub-groups of the data or as we can say into K number of clusters, where the data can be in N dimensions, and in each cluster the sum of squares is minimized. Zhang et al. [67] improve the initial focal point and determine the K value, through simulation experiments while [1] propose new cost function and distance measure based on co-occurrence of values that works well for data with mixed numeric and categorical features. Sarode and Mishra [50] have mentioned, "It is not practical to require that the solution has minimal sum of squares against all partitions", except if the size of the data and dimensions is very small and the number of the clusters K is two.
Eldawy and Mokbel [23] developed SpatialHadoop, which is a comprehensive extension to Hadoop for support for geo-spatial vector data over Hadoop. It supports spatial constructs and the awareness of spatial data inside Hadoop code base. SpatialHadoop is composed of four main layers, which are language, storage, map-reduce and operations layer. The language layer provides Pigeon, a high level SQL-like language. The storage layer employs two level index structure of global and local indexing. And it introduces two components, spatialFileSplitter and spatialRecordReader, through the MapReduce layer. Finally the operation layer in reduce some basic spatial operations like range query, K-Nearest Neighbours (kNN), and spatial join, etc. SpatialHadoop is meant for the spatial data but it support only supports single dimension vector data and it does not have any of the data mining (classification and clustering) techniques listed above which may be required for processing satellite imagery [3] .
Mennis and Guo [39] described the urgent need for effective and efficient methods to extract unknown and unexpected information from datasets of unprecedentedly large size having millions of observations, high dimensionality by hundreds of variables, and coming from heterogeneous data sources and having other complex attributes. Yao [65] stressed the development of spatial data infrastructure and efficient and effective spatio-temporal data mining methods. The development of CLARANS [42] is based on randomized search and is based on PAM and CLARA used for cluster analysis. Vatsavai et al. [58] studied into the IO and CPU requirements of spatial data mining algorithms for analyzing big spatial data and have presented the applications of bio-mass monitoring, complex object recognition, climate change studies, social media mining and mobility applications. STING [61] use hierarchical statistical information grid based approach for spatial data mining and STING+ [62] extends the approach by suspending the effects of the updates in the hierarchy until their cumulative effect triggers to mulitple layers in the hierarchy. Bédard et al. [4] highlighted the requirement of efficient spatial data mining methods to cope with the huge size of spatial data which is increasing rapidly in the spatial data warehouses. To analyse the collected data at multiple resolutions, it is required to develop techniques with the ability to keep up the performance independent of the size of the spatial data.
A clustering model represented using choropleth to identify spatial relationships between the clustering obtained by spatial data mining has been developed using ArcView (a desktop GIS) and highlights the importance of correct visualization of geospatial data [41] . PixelMap [34] technique combines kernel-density-based clustering with visualization for displaying large amounts of spatial data. Visualization of big spatial datasets at various levels is an important requirement. The output from the proposed mining techniques can be scaled at various levels and passed to Desktop GIS for visualization.
Proposed methodology
In this paper, the development and implementation of distributed framework for mining multiband raster geospatial data has been described. The framework has been evaluated using k-means clustering function which has also been updated to support our multi-dimensional data format in MapReduce environment. The proposed framework also supports multi-distance calculating functions such as the Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance while it is also simple to extend it to support other distance calculations such as Mahalanobis distance depending on the number of dimensions involved for data processing [51] . K-means clustering is a method commonly used to automatically partition a dataset into k-groups. It proceeds by selecting k initial cluster centers and then iteratively refining them as follows [59] :
• Each instance d i is assigned to its closest cluster center.
• Each cluster center c j is updated to be the mean of its constituent instances.
• The algorithm converges when there is no further change in assignment of instances to clusters.
In the present work, multi spectral (multi-dimensional) geospatial data derived from Landsat 8 have been used. To derive the experimental results, four to six spectral bands have been taken from several satellite images for the experimentations. The data is transformed for use with the developed mining platform. In the first stage, each pixel value of the different four bands are considered from the spectral space to the geometrical space. This has been further discussed in "Geometrical space to spectral space (preparation phase)" section of the paper. In the second stage, K-means clustering is applied in the MapReduce distributed mode and finally return the data into its initial form so it can be used for visualization. There are several implementations which have been based upon increasing the efficiency of k-means either supervised or non-supervised and there are several others which support multidimensional k-means clustering but none of them directly consider the information available in multispectral format. The present work can be easily extended for application of any other classification or clustering technique and any number of bands with simple modifications to support the proposed index file format. The proposed work forms one of the first distributed implementation for mining multi spectral data (supporting multiple dimensions) collectively and the techniques described can form a candidate for inclusion in the machine learning Mahout framework or for raster processing support in other distributed geospatial processing systems. The performance of the mining platform has also been found to be satisfactory with respect to the amount of resources allocated and this has been highlighted in the succeeding sections.
Geometrical space to spectral space (preparation phase)
SpatialHadoop supports working with the geometrical location of the different features and implements spatial operations according to the type of shapes of the geo-spatial data which may be point, line, or polygon (rectangle). It does not support raster data. This study deals with the special case of working with multi spectral raster data available from Landsat 8 imagery in which every pixel can have 11 different values available from different bands. We use a subset of these bands All of these values are considered as the positional value of that pixel in different dimensions. In this way, all the different values of a single pixel are used to form a multidimensional spatial shape. E.g., polygon in a multi-dimensional space. The data in the geo-spatial mining process can then be used to perform the desired spatial operation. Table 1 describes the sample dataset. For implementation of distributed k-means for supporting multi-dimensional data, four bands from a raster image have been considered initially. The polygon thus formed with four points (one in each dimension) can be also reduced to a two dimension rectangle. Spatial operations can then be simplistically applied to this form of data. The following formula represents pixel values for four bands which have then been converted to a polygon and has been represented as a rectangle in two dimensions what is called as indexed pixel data and the process has been depicted in Fig. 3 .
(1) Figure 4 represents the total workflow which is divided into three main stages. In the first stage, the data is transformed it into 4-dimensional data set in which each pixel is transformed essentially into a rectangle owing to '4' values obtained from each band of the image. The '4' values for each pixel from every band is put into a resultant file which contains a matrix resembling the image's pixels. The process can quickly iterate over thousands of rows and columns and in the resultant file each row contains the pixel's values for the same geographic location from the '4' different bands. These '4' different values are represented as shown in Fig. 4a which also contains an index value unique to every pixel. The process is extensible to support 'N' number of bands.
The proposed mining mode demonstrates application of k-means clustering to work with multi-dimensional images in a MapReduce environment. Figure 5 represents the clustering and editing functions available for the input format. This work can further 
Index all the pixels and assigning geographic location

A. Map Phase
The proposed k-means clustering model goes through the main two phases of the MapReduce programming module which are the Map and the Reduce phases [69] . In the Map phase, the k-means model will take two different files as the inputs, the data set file and the initial centroid file. It will calculate the distance from each point in the data input to each of the initial centroids. This way the nearest centroid to each point in the whole data set is obtained. The Map phase will then send to the reducer the values obtained for each point along with the nearest centroid to that point. The output from the Mapper to the Reducer task will include the nearest key 
B. Reduce phase
The reduce phase will receive each key with its attached group of values which are all the points from the data input for which the corresponding key is the nearest centroid.
The main job of the Reducer is to calculate the optimal centroid out of each group of points which will have the average distant to all the element of that group of points. The reducer will produce the final output which is the new optimal centroids which again along the data input file will be taken to go through the Map and Reduce phases for the next iteration. The process is repeated till all the centroids get converged. Fig. 4c The final output of the model will be two main files. The first file is the set of final centroids set, Fig. 4c . The second file will contain the coordinates of each point in the input dataset along with the cluster number which that point belong to as shown in Fig. 4d . Using the last output file from Reduce phase, we can get the clustered image back again for the visualization purposes, which is further done using MapReduce. Figure 6 represents the final clustering output from the MapReduce model. Figure 7 describes the phases for processing the image. 
Spectral space to geometrical space
The input multiband raster image is converted from geometrical space to the spectral space for processing purposes. Values from all the available bands from the image are considered. Those values represent different values of one pixel in an image and the same has been explained earlier. The location of that pixel is also added as the index to that same line where it has the pixel's values similar to BIL format. Due to the present work, it has become possible to study and analyze multiband raster images without the need to process different bands individually and infer the phenomena for a particular area. After processing the image it is required to convert the obtained output from ASCII to image from the geometrical space to the spectral space, to be able to visualize the image or perform further processing and annotations that might be required after the mining process. The next part of the paper discusses several image processing functions that have been developed to work with multiband raster data on Hadoop.
Image filtering and after processing phase
Mode filtering
Mode filtering [57] model to the raster image, the mode filtering involves assigning to the central pixel the most common values inside the window around the pixel. Programs to work upon a distributed platform have been developed which will apply the mode filtering on the image. The window size that is needed by the algorithm can be specified at runtime. Mode filtering works to smoothen the edges of the polygons and at the same time to reduce the noise. Figure 8 shows the working of the filter. The window size here is (5 × 5) pixels, the filter will find out which value inside the window is the most common value and it will assign it to the widow's central cell. The most common valued in the window, i.e., 8 will replace all the 9 values in the 5th column.
To execute the mode filtering, the following four arguments are required:
<The input files >-the clustered image <File size >-the dimensions of the image <The window size> <The output file name> In Fig. 9 , a considerable amount of difference can be noticed after applying mode filter with different window size. The mode filtering can also be applied iteratively. An example image of the size 8000 × 8000 pixels is depicted in Fig. 9a. Figure 9b, c,  d shows the results of mode filtering with window of the size 5 × 5, 9 × 9 and 11 × 11 pixels respectively on the same input image. One may select a window size appropriate for the data and to remove the desired amount of noise from the input image.
Boundaries highlighting enhancement
An application for vectorization has built to derive the boundaries of all the identified clusters so the output can be used with desktop GIS softwares for further analysis. Options to filter certain clusters or a group of clusters according to the requirements are available and can be specified as parameters when executing the vectorization tool. Two examples have been represented in Figs. 10 and 11. Figure 10 shows the polygons of Cluster No. 7 after filtering the results of the image of size of 8000 × 8000 pixels. Figure 11 shows the polygons of Cluster No. 3 filtered from the image of size 4000 × 4000 pixels. In both the figures, the left side contain the whole image and the right side contains a small part of the image (shown zoomed in). The visualization is accomplished using QGIS.
Clipping
Application for further editing including clipping any part of an image, splitting any image (horizontal/vertical) or for joining adjoining images. Figure 12 shows two different examples after clipping two different parts of an image. The left side is 1000 × 1000 pixels while a small part on the top left corner of the complete image is also highlighted with red boundaries. On the far right side of the another polygon with blue boundaries is clipped. The size of the clipped raster is 2000 × 1000 pixels. 
Split
An editing tool for splitting images into multiple parts is also integrated with the data mining framework. This tool has two different modes; the first one is for vertical splitting and the second one is for horizontal splitting. After selecting the appropriate splitting method, the column(s) and/or row(s) for the split can be specified. The number of partitions or splits can also be specified and the application will automatically calculate the relevant rows and columns to be passed as arguments. Examples for both the cases have been presented. Figure 13 shows the vertical splitting in three different windows. The center window (highlighted in blue) shows the full image whereas the right and left windows shows the new images created after splitting the original image. Figure 14 depicts the same using horizontal splitting mode in which the left image represent the original image and on the right, the horizontally split parts are represented. 
Join
Join is the editing tool that is made for joining any two images and it also have different modes, which are right, left, up, and down. Two input images and the mode for joining those two images is passed as an argument to attach the second images to the first one accordingly. This can be done to the images before the mining phase or after that according to the need. It has been made possible to process several images together after getting them from different sources, converting it to the proposed format and finally joining them together in a distributed environment. Figure 15 shows an example of an image that has been joined with itself using the Duplicate copy → MapReduce join process.
Cleaning
Cleaning the image and removing small polygons (or clusters) is a technique called salt and pepper [53] . This technique has been modified to work in a distributed environment and has been integrated with the mining platform. To perform cleaning of the clustered image(s), a limit for the minimum size of polygons has to be specified which will remove all sub-clusters. Those small sub-clusters can be safely ignored while performing spatial operations or calculating statistics for large geographic areas. This function can also remove all the sub-clusters below a specified threshold and a clean output is obtained. In Fig. 16 , an image of 8000 × 8000 pixels is represented after application of the above discussed techniques. Clustering have been applied and the noise in the resultant image is cleaned by application of mode filter with a window of size 11 × 11 pixels. All the small sub-polygons with a threshold of the size 100 × 100 or less have been cleaned. The resultant output is still left with several small polygons which may not be needed for further study. An appropriate threshold can also be decided automatically depending on certain parameters which can be specified by the user. A percentage of sub-clusters can be removed and which will only keep the required polygons which cover the maximum amount of geographical area. Figure 17 represents results from the same image (of size of 8000 × 8000 pixels) after application of the above discussed techniques. As discussed above, after clustering mode filtering is performed with a window size of 11 × 11 pixels. The application automatically decides to clean all the small sub-clusters keeping the rest which covers more than 90% of the geographic area. The clustered data is filtered by automatically calculating Fig. 15 Joining two copies of the same image the minimum polygon size, which may be different for each cluster. E.g., in Cluster No. 1 (Blue), the threshold size of polygon which is not removed or cleaned is 1000 pixels. In Cluster No. 2 (Green) the minimum size of polygons is found to be 1694 and thus polygons which represent more than 90% of the area in each cluster will not be discarded. Figure 18 represents output from the same input image. The application of the above discussed techniques is the same. For this sample, the biggest 10 sub-polygons from each cluster are kept where those are most likely to represent the area for further study. In each cluster, these top ten polygons represented a different percentage of the area for the cluster. E.g., in Cluster No. 4 (Purple), the top ten polygons 
Studying the polygons in the clusters
The binary topological relation [22] between two objects A and B. is based on the intersection of the three part of each object which are the interior, boundary, and exterior of those two objects using the nine-intersection matrix which is shown below:
where: A: object; A o : interior; A − : boundary and ∂A: exterior , B: object; B o : interior; B − : boundary and ∂B: exterior. In Fig. 19 , two polygons are taken from the 4 k data set after clustering. The first polygon is highlighted with a yellow colour and the other one is gray in colour. The topological relationship is established by the application and it can be identified that polygon number 114 is inside polygon number 739 and they are not touching the boundaries. The binary topological relationship between these two objects is found with the following:
In Fig. 20 , a polygon which is numbered 245 on the left side of the diagram belongs to the Cluster No. 2 that is outside of polygon number 1277 which belongs to Cluster No. 4 The polygon is shown on the right side of the diagram. Those polygons are touching each other's boundaries and we find the binary topological relationship between those to objects as the following:
In Fig. 21 , two polygons have been selected and highlighted with a yellow colour. Polygon No. 245 is outside Polygon No. 1270 and they are not touching each other's boundaries. The binary topological relationship between those two objects is realized from the following:
An exhaustive list of relations between the largest polygons can be iteratively computed for topological study of the area. This list can then be further used to perform 
Result and discussion
Technical specification of the Hadoop cluster used for the experiments
The Hadoop-cluster was set-up in a HP Proliant DL580 G7 server with 4 × Intel ® Xeon ® CPU E7-4870 @ 2.40 GHz totalling to 80 cores. The server is equipped with 512 GB of RAM. HPE 3PAR StoreServ served as storage backend with 2 × 8 Gbps connectivity. Hadoop (v.2.6.0) cluster was configured in the server with 50 Virtual Machines. The storage capacity of the cluster is 2.7 TB and which has been represented in Fig. 22 . The cluster consisted of one Master machine (Name Node) and 50 data machines (Data Nodes). The Name Node is configured with 4 virtual processors and 12 GB RAM whereas the Data Nodes were heterogeneously configured with the following:
• 1 data node (on Name Node) with 4 virtual processor and 12 GB RAM • 38 data nodes with 1 virtual processor and 8 GB RAM • 11 data nodes with 1 virtual processor and 4 GB RAM
Data set preparation
The data used to test the functionality of the mining framework consists of two multispectral images of different size for the same location as described in "Geometrical space to spectral space (preparation phase)" section. The pre-preparation phase: It consists of converting the multi-spectral data set into two dimension image by indexing all the pixels in the image obtained from different spectral bands using each pixel's location. This generalization of multiple values for a single pixel obtained from multiple band into a single file also makes it easier for the data to processed irrespective of the number of bands from the image. As an example the values of the first pixel taken from 6 different files (in case of 6 band image) are gathered in a single line along with the (number of the row and column which both represent the index for that pixel). The process is repeated for all the remaining pixels in the image. Everything is performed using MapReduce paradigm to utilize the potential of the Hadoop Cluster.
New format: From the pre-preparation phase, the example image with 6 bands is converted into two dimension image stored in an ASCII file which looks like the following:
#Hadoop fs -cat bigdata-256bs/part-r-00000 | head -n 10 The ASCII file is comma separated file and the first six values (in Red) represent the values of a pixel gathered from different bands whereas the last two values (in Black) represents the index of that pixel (geographic location). With this format it become easier to process the data for the pixel collectively using MapReduce.
Benchmarking the Hadoop cluster (I/O)
As the storage backend consists of a single Storage Area Network (HPE 3PAR StorServ) with multiple disks, it is also important to test and benchmark the throughput of the HDFS. The benchmarking has been performed in conjunction with several suggestions provided by Mukherjee et al. [40] . It is appropriate to use a distributed file system such as HDFS on top of a shared disk infrastructure such as a storage area network. It is also possible to reduce the replication factor to 1 as redundancy and fault tolerance are not Fig. 22 The storage capacity of the Hadoop cluster desired in such an enterprise storage system. Table 2 shows various statistics from the DFSIO benchmark which ships with Hadoop.
Running K-means clustering
In the above sections, several functions provided by the mining framework have been tested with many multiband images. The current section provides detailed discussion about the proposed MapReduce extensions to the k-means algorithm to work with multiband data in a geometric space. The results for clustering two multiband images for the same geographical location but with different resolutions using our approach to k-means have been described in detail. The proposed approach does not just perform clustering but with support for various image processing techniques allows to describe the geographical features in the image and in particular the topological relationships between different object that exist in the image. Those functions have already been described earlier.
The multiband images are uploaded to the HDFS and an indexed file is generated using the technique discussed in "Data set preparation" section using MapReduce. A parameter file containing the list of initial centroids is also provided for the uploaded image. In the subsequent testing, as the two different images are for the same geographic location with different resolutions, the same set of the initial centroids for clustering both the images is used. This will also help to compare the output from both of the images and to identify the quality of our clustering model. This has been further demonstrated in Table 7 .
To test the performance of clustering, each image was clustered several times with a different block-size. The number of blocks that an image will be divided into depends on the size of the image and the block size that has been specified in the cluster configuration. A small block size will lead to a large number of blocks even for a small image while a large block size is configured if it is desired that the image is not split into a large number of block. Small block size is desired in case of small images so that several block are distributed across the cluster and thus cluster storage and computing capacity can be used. A large block size would reduce the network communication as several small block need not be communicated across the cluster of 50 nodes. The results of the clustering approach has been tested twice; once in a full Hadoop cluster consisting of 50 nodes and the second time with just two nodes.
The performance of the approach to cluster the multi-spectral raster images in the Hadoop framework (a distributed environment) and related image processing techniques is represented in Tables 3, 4 , 5 and 6. Each of the tables shows the elapsed time of the k-means clustering process, the average time used for each of mapping, shuffling, merging, and reduce phases in addition to the total mapping time with respect to the block size. Table 3 shows the several statistics of clustering the Image No. 1 with 8000 × 6000 pixels using a full Hadoop cluster of 50 nodes. It is evident that the minimum elapsed time was recorded in the time where the image was stored using the block size 32 MB, that was followed by the block size of 64 MB and so on till the maximum block size of 256 MB. The same is clearly illustrated in Fig. 23 and it can be seen that all of average mapping time, average shuffling time, and the totally mapping time increase with the block size. The average merge and reduce time was not affected with the change in the block size of the image. Figure 23 clearly shows the increase in the execution time with respect to the block size.
From the statistics we can infer that by increasing the block size, the number of the blocks created from the image will be reduced and due to less number of blocks, only a few number of Hadoop nodes (processing machines) will compute over the data. This is because several Data Nodes will not be even utilized due to non-availability of data local to them and this leads to increase in the execution time.
K-means using 2 node Hadoop cluster for Image No. 1
The Hadoop cluster was resized keeping only a couple of Data Nodes. Table 4 represents the average mapping, shuffling, merging, and reduce phases in addition to the total mapping time with respect to the block size. It is found that the execution time was the least in the case of the blocks with size of 64 MB. It was followed by 96, 128 and 256 MB block size respectively. It can be noticed from Fig. 24 that the execution time increases with the increase in the block size.
From the statistics of executing K-means clustering model over Hadoop clusters with 50 nodes, as available in Table 3 , it is evident that the fastest execution time is 4.1 min with block size of 32 MB. From the statistics, available in Table 4 , it can be noticed that the execution time has increase by 3 times due to limited number of nodes (= 2) and the only four mappers can ever run for processing the data from this image. For a large Cluster, this will leave the resources unutilized and lead to an increase the execution time.
K-means using 50 nodes Hadoop cluster for Image No. 2
The second image (Image No. 2) is for the same geographical location but with different resolution. It is a 6-band raster image and each band has 24000 rows and 18000 columns. In an uncompressed form this image requires 4.83 GB storage with pixel depth of 2 bytes (24,000 rows × 18,000 columns × 6 bands × 2 bytes of data). After running the indexing method upon this binary file we get a plain text ASCII representation (an indexed image) of size 17.76 GB. For further processing, the initial set of centroids are provided (these are the same centroids which were provided for the previous image considering the same geographical location and to make sure that the k-means clustering technique receives the same input). The values presented in Table 5 and represented in 
K-means using 2 node Hadoop cluster for Image No. 2
From the values in Table 6 it can be observed that the most appropriate block size for the Image No. 2 is 512 MB which requires the minimum execution time. The values have been averaged over four consecutive runs to minimize error margin. For very large block size (of 18 GB), as represented in Fig. 28 , the Shuffle time increases exponentially as the phase requires data to be transferred from one node to another and is heavily dependent on the network.
Comparing results of K-means between 2 nodes and 50 nodes Hadoop cluster for Image No. 2
From the results represented in Fig. 29 , the advantage of utilizing the Hadoop distributed environment for processing large raster images is evident. It can be seen that the execution time decreases considerably when the same Image (No. 2) is processes upon a full cluster of 50 nodes rather than two nodes cluster. In Fig. 29 , the red line represent the time needed to cluster the image using two node or a Hadoop cluster of to machines whereas the blue line represent the time needed to do the same processes using 50 nodes. Even for larger block size, the results remain constant and as is evident. Figure 29 also shows that running the algorithm using two nodes, for the dataset, the block size was 512 MB provided the best performance. While processing the same dataset using 50 machines, 256 MB block size is preferable. With a quick comparison of clustering Image No. 2 (size: 18 GB) and Image No. 1 (size: 1.9 GB), it is found that 32 MB and 64 MB block size provided the minimum execution time for 50 Node cluster and 2 node cluster respectively. It is concluded that the block size is an important factor to be considered for preparing the dataset along with other factors such as the number of nodes (machines) in the Hadoop cluster when deploying a geo-spatial Big Data processing framework.
The 50 nodes Hadoop cluster is configured with about 360 GB of memory. From  Fig. 30 , it is visible that a large amount of memory is being used with 128 MB of data blocks and this can be attributed to the fact that all of the data nodes in the cluster are contributing. The use of memory decreases with the increase in the data blocks because several of the data nodes remain idle and does not contribute as no blocks are available local to them for processing. Similar results have been obtained with Image No. 1 with block size ranging from 16 to 256 MB and have been excluded for brevity.
Evaluating the results of clustering using the proposed technique with widely used geospatial image analysis software Table 7 represents the percentage of the number of pixels in each cluster from the two different images. As the images are for the same geographic area but with a different resolution, the results of clustering with the proposed techniques and using ENVI, a widely used image processing application, are identical. The percentage difference for both the images have been calculated and verified for multiple runs as described in the above sections. The percentage difference is found to be negligible except in case of Cluster No. 4 and Cluster No. 10 in the discussed case which validates the use of the proposed technique for multi-dimensional data. 
Conclusion and future work
The main objective of the present work is to utilize the advances in distributed processing, specifically MapReduce programming paradigm, to facilitate big geospatial data processing and mining. The multispectral essence of the raster images has been preserved by converting multi-spectral space to multi-dimensional geometric space. The existing data mining and machine learning techniques are limited by scale and the ones even which are available for use in a distributed environment for processing raster data and scalability only support processing of single spectral band at a time. With the development of this work, it has now become easier to port existing image processing techniques for distributed processing of giga-pixel imagery and application of custom logic for development of applications. A big geospatial data mining platform based on Apache Hadoop distributed processing environment has been developed in this work. The developed mining platform comes with a group of editing, filtering and other image processing techniques to help better extracting the geographical features out of the image data. The processing (mining) capabilities and other image processing facilities of the framework have been tested using several images of unconventional size in scale of giga-pixels, and it shows the advantages of using the developed framework upon a distributed environment as compared to a desktop GIS application using a single machine. In a distributed environment, clustering was performed on sample images over 50 node (machines) cluster and over 2 nodes (machines). ENVI, a desktop GIS application, was also used over the same image of a reduced resolution to analyze the results of the proposed clustering technique. There is a gain of factor of about 2 to 2.5 in time of data process depending on the block size employed. The clustering results comparison shows maximum deviation of 2.7 percent which is negligible. The analysis of times of various sub processes shows clearly advantages of this processing in MapReduce programming. The classified image data can be used further for spatial as well as temporal characterizing the geospatial objects in an area for scene modelling and also modelling geo-spatial processes. The results of clustering have been tested by going from spatial to geometrical space and similarly other methods can also be adapted to support processing of multiband data coherently.
The results derived also highlight the importance of requirement of compute, memory, storage and network infrastructure for processing such large datasets. Appropriate data storage mechanisms are also required for fast access to large amounts of data as in a distributed environment the data is distributed across a number of nodes. The nodes where the data blocks are stored contribute to the overall performance of the system. This has also been evaluated by using different block size when storing the data.
The proposed work can be extended to support other spatial mining techniques. Distributed processing techniques developed for clustering can be extended to support other types of processing. Workflows are an important component of any geospatial data mining systems and the current system can be extended to support workflow type of applications. The current system does not have a visualization interface which can be provided and will allow to see big geospatial data at various levels of abstractions. A workflow pipeline which can inserts the data into a database for an application server such as GeoServer is highly desirable and is currently being worked out. 
